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We design, We make, We fit
We bring joy  

Innerspace Cheshire is based in Whitchurch in the North West of 
England where we make products that are kind to people, the 
planet and animals. 

Our local, dedicated team of makers hand craft our product range  
at our workshop. And our installation team travel up and down 
the country to fit all products nationwide.

"If you're passing by come meet all the team and 
our loyal, key member - Penny, the Labradoodle“ 



privacy.
light control.
natural connection. 

Staves.

Innerspace Cheshire Staves are customisable room dividers. 
Both aesthetically pleasing and functional in design. A 
great interior space feature that breaks up large interior 
spaces, whilst maintaining an open feel.

We offer a choice of timber finishes and different 
installation patterns that greatly affect the appearance 
and funcitionality of the product.



Staves guide

Staves specification

Staves sample kit

Product Selection.
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Staves.t-fixing
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Staves t-fixings consist of individual structures using 
an exposed aluminum T-fixing technique to fix into 
the floor and ceiling. Opt for any spacing or consider 
angling them to enhance privacy in your area.
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Staves fully-built are complete units with upper 
and lower timber rails. This is an excellent choice if 
your designated space presents challenges like a 
cluttered or high ceilings, making the installation more 
accessible. The customisation possibilities are limitless 
– hang Natureverde foliage, adjust the stave angles, or 
even integrate a swivel mechanism!
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add feature Natureverde garlands...
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Staves fully-built.geometric are units featuring angled 
staves. They serve as a practical room divider that also 
makes a bold statement in your interior space. Placed 
strategically near natural daylight, these geometric units 
create striking shadows across the area. 

To enhance the feature, consider incorporating moss 
inserts for a touch of biophilia.
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add feature Naturemoss inserts...
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Step 1. design Step 2. finish

choose your design

t-fixings fully-built fully-built.geometric

choose your material

Oak veneers & matt paint
Choose from the 
sample kit

laminate
Choose from the 
sample kit

OR OR 
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fully-built.standard choicet-fixings.standard choice fully-built.geometric.standard choice

Specification.
Standard composition.

MDF structural frame
Oak Veneer, laminate or matt paint 
finish. 

Fixings.

aluminum t-fixings. 

Fully built frames depend on the 
ceiling and floor substrate.

Dimensions. 

Made to order. 

weight.

Approx 10-15kg per stave.

staves.specification
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Sample kit includes

Selection of standard material chips plus a sample kit guide card...  

770

dark.grey walnut rosewood

anthracite dark teak mahogany

black black ebony

mid.grey old pine dark oak 

light.grey oak white

Material selection

felt oak veneer 

rolling fog

light gold

citrine

orange.aurora

hick's blue

matt paint

staves.sample kit

Staves is available in oak veneer or your choice of laminate 



We'd love to hear from you.
01270 625043
office@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk


